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Looking As Good On The Outside As You Feel On 
The Inside Is Essential Business 
Skin Care For Gents Delivers Self-Care Through                    
At-Home Facial Kits for Men and Women  

[CHICAGO, IL, April 23, 2020—] Skin Care For Gents, located in Chicago’s Andersonville 
neighborhood, specializes in gentlemen’s skincare and hair removal services in a private spa 
atmosphere. With so many of us sheltering at home during the COVID-19 crisis, Skin Care For 
Gents has launched At-Home Facial Kits. Using the same clinical grade products in their in-
spa treatments, coupled with a free live streamed guidance by licensed aestheticians, the At-
Home Facial Kits deliver the same results you’d get at the spa from the comfort and safety of 
your home. At-Home Facial Kits can be ordered on their website (https://
www.skincareforgents.com/athomekits) where clients also schedule one-on-one live streamed 
tutorials to be guided step-by-step through the process. Skin Care For Gents pioneered this 
option to help men and women anywhere in the country maintain an important part of normalcy 
in their lives during this most abnormal time. 
 

Skin Care For Gents has developed multiple At-Home Facials Kits to address different 
conditions including anti-aging, dry, dehydrated or irritated skin types, as well as a customizable 
kit suited for the specific skin type and needs of the client. At-Home Facial Kits contain all the 
clinical grade products needed to deliver two multi-step facials with spa driven results. 
 

Owner, Eddy Ocampo noted a 2020 study from The Sound - a global brand consulting agency - 
that found people want to be recognized for their inner beauty, but they acknowledge that outer 
beauty is perceived as a critical element of being considered successful by others. Through 
their At-Home Facial Kits, Skin Care For Gents is helping men and women bridge the gap 
between inner and outer beauty delivered in a wholly unique way. 
 

[Skin Care For Gents] is located in the Andersonville neighborhood of Chicago. Specializing in 
skincare and hair removal for men, they bring over ten years of experience to serve their local 
and celebrity clients. For more information, visit skincareforgents.com. 

### 
If you would like more information about this topic, please call Eddy Ocampo at (312) 952-6561, 
or email: info@skincareforgents.com. 


